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Abstract— The women’s in the age of reproduction, the heterogeneous, complex and multifaceted disease called as
PCOS (Polycystic ovary syndrome) affects about 5 to 10 % of the women. Metabolic syndrome (frequent metabolic
traits) called as hypertension, hyperinsulinemia, abdominal obesity and dyslipidemia and these are characterized
along with the resistance of insulin like chronic anovulation, hyperandrogenism and polycystic ovaries which ends
with the serious diseases like coronary disease, endometrial hyperplasia and type 2 diabetes mellitus these are the long
term consequences. Anovulatory infertility is commonly most caused by means of the one of the above. Depending
on the ethnic background, the PCOS is variable with the phenotype of women and it is mostly determined by metabolic
alterations and obesity and it goes on to the postmenopausal age starting from the adolescence which change during
the life span due to the PCOS heterogeneous clinical features. For decision making purpose in PCOS phenotype (i.e
to discover the main cause of PCOS with many number of attributes (tests)), an approach that used to store and
manipulating the valued data for predicting the causes earlier and this process in information technology is called as
data mining. In this paper, we have reviewed the causes, syndrome of the PCOS, treatment for PCOS and the data
mining techniques that used to predict the factors which leads to severe disease in future by means of analyzing the
important factors and classify them for better result.
Keywords— PCOS, Artificial Neural Network, GA, Fuzzy, Rough Set, SVM.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The most common endocrinological issue which pretending the women is PCOS (Polycystic ovary syndrome). On
ultrasonography the evidence in the ovary, that is the following changes may include such as showing of increased levels
of serum androgen, hirsuitism acne, amenorrhoea or oligo, morphological change and anovulation, these characteristic
are demonstrated with the patients with PCOS. The agreed criteria in Rotterdam 2003 and this is current practice uses
diagnostically [1]. The higher prevalence for the patients with PCOS are obese than the general population about 50%.
The long-term morbidity is resulted by means of insulin resistance due to the condition of the metabolic element.
In the ovaries, the clusters of pearl-sized and small cysts frequently induces PCOS and because there a many number
of cysts it is referred as Polycystic. The immature eggs are contained by the cysts, which were in the form of fluid-filled.
Androgen produces a large number of male hormones, and which is contributed in PCOS and this is referred as
symptoms for women [2]. In the adult age, the PCOS phenotype development brings a major role in the programming of
utero fetal and it is conceived that it might be the cause for PCOS and it should be clarified. The phenotype of PCOS last
expressions and the result of the menstrual disturbances and characteristic metabolic are due to the interaction of the
genetic factors with the obesity [3] (environmental factors) which leads the women for developing of PCOS and it is
genetically inclined.
For proposing conclusions, supporting the decision making and the useful information is highlighted by means of the
process of auditing, cleaning, metamorphosing and patterning the data is called as the data analysis [4]. In the area of
science, social science and the different business, the broad various techniques below the layout of names which has
multiple approaches and facts is known as data analysis [5]. The unknown information is disclosed in a database which is
detected by the data mining. Associations, classification, clustering, prediction and these functions are included in the
data mining [6]. From the many fields like pattern recognition [7], information retrieval [8], neural networks [9], analysis
of spatial data [10], database technology [11] and statistics [12], and these techniques have to be integrated for the
processes of data mining. A repetitious process with various steps is called as data mining.
II.
SYMPTOMS OF POLYCYSTIC OVARY SYNDROME (PCOS)
With the collection of different symptoms and signs, a syndrome disease called PCOS is defined. The symptoms for
PCOS might be varying from patient to patient [13].
 The menstrual periods may be missing or it may be irregular.
 The women with PCOS may experience infertility.
 The unwanted or excess growth of hairs in the body or face. On the scalp, the hair might be thinning.
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 Around the waist, the weight may be increased or there will be problem of weight losing.
 The skin and acne may be darkened which may include the tags in the skin.
 The women with PCOS may lead to the severe diseases such as problems in the blood vessels, heart, diabetes,
cancer in uterine and sleep apnea.
III. TREATMENT FOR PCOS
It is required to prevent the problems of women with PCOS, since no heal for PCOS. Depending on the symptoms, the
treatment for PCOS may be vary, if the women want to get pregnant or not, and chances for diabetes and heart disease
with lower risk [14]. The women with PCOS might undergo the following treatments. The treatment for PCOS may
include:
A. Alteration in the Lifestyle
The women with PCOS may experience the health problems; it is due to obese or overweight. The PCOS can be
handled at the healthy level by means to keep your weight with exercising and eating the healthy foods [15]. The
following are the tips to include for eating the healthy foods:
• The processed foods and the sugars added foods can be limited.
• For diet, the meats with thin foods, vegetables, fruits and whole-grain products should e added [17].
• For normalize the levels of hormone and use of insulin in the body can be improved, the above can be assisted
the sugar levels (lower blood glucose) should be reduced [16].
B. Using Pills for Birth Control
The birth control pills can be suggested for the women for not getting pregnant [18]. The pills can do the following:
• The cycles for menstruation can be controlled.
• The levels for male hormone can be reduced.
• The acne can be cleared.
If the taking of pills is stopped, there should be the abnormal gain the menstruation cycle [19]. The progesterone is
suggested for reducing the endometrial cancer risk and menstruation cycle is controlled, but it should not help to growth
hair and reduce acne for the women with PCOS.
C. Medicine for Diabetes
For treating the diabetes of type 2 [20] [22], the medicine called Glucophage (Metformin) can be used. The production
of testosterone can be lowered and sugar (blood glucose) is controlled by Metformin [21] which affects the insulin. The
ovulation can be bring back after the few months of use and the growth of abnormal hair is dumbed. The levels of
cholesterol can be improved and the body mass is decreased is the positive effects of the metformin and it has been
showed in the recent research.
D. Medicine for Fertility
The women with PCOS might experiences the problem of fertility due to the ovulation lacking is the main reason [22].
The ovulation can be stimulated by means of the medicine for the women to become pregnant. The risk can be increased
for the multiple births like triplet, twins in some medicine for fertility [23]. The following are the options of treatment:
• For most patients, the ovulation is stimulated by Clomiphene and it is the therapy of first choice.
• With the lower doses of medicines like the combination of Clomiphene with Metformin for the ovulation of
women with PCOS [24] if only when the failure of clomiphene alone.
• When compared to clomiphene, the multiple births risk can be evoked in this treat ent which is called as
Gonadotropins but it is more expensive when it is given as shots.
E. Drilling of Ovarian Surgery
When there is no respond for above medicine for fertility, there may be chance for ovulation is increased by a surgery
called "Drilling of Ovarian‖ [25]. A small tool like a telescope can be inserted into the stomach (abdomen) by means of
making a small cut in the upper and lower part of belly button (navel) and this technique is called as. The small portion of
the ovary can be destroyed by a small needle which holding an electric current. On the ovary, there may be chance for
developing a scar tissue by using this technique. It helps the ovulation by reducing the male hormone levels [26].
F. Preventing Extra Male Hormones or Excess Growth of Hair Medicine
For clear acne and the hair growth can be reduced by the Anti-androgen medicines. On hair growth, the impact of male
hormones can be reduced by Spironolactone which is used for treating the high blood pressure. With the pills of birth
control the anti-androgen is combined. If the women attempting to get pregnant, then the medicine should not be taken
[27].
IV. DATA MINING TASKS
For the following specific set of six activities or tasks, the data mining is to be used. i.e
• Classification
• Estimation
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Prediction
Association Rules or Affinity Grouping
Clustering
Visualization and Description

A. Classification
Assigning a new presently object to a class of predefined which is examined and it is contained by the technique called
Classification [28]. The set of predefined examples are contained in the training set and the well-defined classes are used
to characterize the task of classification. In order to classify the unclassified data, the model that can be utilized is build
by using the above task.
B. Estimation
The valued outcomes of continuous variables are dealt by the task is called as estimation [29]. To get the value for some
unknown continuous variables, when the input data is given then we can use the estimation.
C. Prediction
The result that is conceived from the estimation or classification task is known as prediction. It differs in one of the
accent. In the classification, we cannot go back later to check whether the classification was correct or not, when a phone
line is used for transaction of credit card or internet access as fraudulent there the data mining is used [30]. Due to the
incomplete knowledge, the uncertainty may occur out in the real world, but the relevant actions should take place earlier
whether the classification may be incorrect or correct.
D. Association Rule
In the given data set or database, the certain relationships for association connotes among the objects set and the rule
used is called as an association rule. The set of items are denoted by X and Y, the expression in the form X Y is used to
represent the association rule which contains the literals set (called items) for each transaction in the given transactions
set [31].
E. Clustering
The number of clusters or subgroups are formed by means of sectioning the various group in the task called as clustering.
Like the classification, the clustering should not swear on the predefined classes and this separates the classification and
clustering and so there will be no predefined classes for clustering [32]. Depending on the self similarity, the grouping of
records takes place.
F. Visualization
In the descriptive data mining, visualization of data is the most powerful class. From the visual scenes, the meaning is
extracted and predicted by the human being and it is thousand times worth than association rule only when the picture is
really good, and tuff to get meaningful visualization [33].
V.
TECHNIQUES IN DATA MINING
From the data collection, the useful information is derived for the each of the above problems. The methods that are
used to solve these problems is developed in the field like fuzzy sets, hybrid or rough sets, machine learning, statistics
and the data mining is relevant for these fields, especially for the exploration of the conceptual data [34].
A. Fuzzy Logic
An environment of imprecision and uncertainty, the problem for representation of knowledge is dealt with an effective
framework for conceptation is provided with the extension of the classical logic system and this extension is viewed as
the fuzzy logic [35]. The following are the essential characteristic for the fuzzy logic:
• The limiting case of the approximate reasoning is considered for the exact reasoning in the fuzzy logic.
• It is the matter of degree for everything in the fuzzy logic.
• It can be fuzzified the logical system.
• The collection of equivalently or elastic, constraint of fuzzy on the variables collection is interpreted as knowledge
in the fuzzy logic.
For the classification, in many hybrid techniques, fuzzy logic is the most practicable concept, where it is in pure form
will not be used for classification.
B. Rough Set Techniques
On the impression on the inability and indiscernbility, the distinguishing of objects takes place using empirical data and it
is used for the construction of the binary relations with the estimation of concepts or sets which is dealt by a theory called
as Rough Sets [36]. To construct the model, bottom-up approach is used for such estimation for the making of our targets.
This rough set have many applications in the field of data mining, they are as follows::
• For attribute value table it is used as the induction of decision rule.
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• Generation of template for filtration of data – Basis on the relation of equivalence, the elementary blocks are
evoked from the data. In this stage for searching, sometimes the generic algorithms are used.
C. Machine Learning
In the models of machine learning, there will be information of non-quantifiable, incorporating subjective difficulty is
meant by statistical methods. The independence of variables and parameters is distributed and assumed by the methods or
models [37]. Accuracy for predicting is comparable (better than others) for the machine learning is concluded by the
various studies. Like statistical methods, it is also free from structural assumptions and parameters, when compared to
statistical methods it results in good performance in the attributed fact [38]. The interpreting of result in the data analysis
is the problem for statistical approach is another weakness. The techniques for machine learning are as follows:
1) Artificial Neural Network
Like the biological networks of neuron, the patterns are arranged by the non-linear processing elements composition is
called as computational models of artificial neural networks [39]. Each node with an activation value whereas each
connection has a weight value of neural network. In the massive parallelism, through the connection of network the data
propagation takes place and evoking of the nodes by the activation function. With the adjustments of connection weight,
the training of the network takes place [40].
2) Genetic Algorithm
The mechanics of natural genetics and natural selection basis, the search algorithm called genetic algorithm works.
With the modern genius of human search to form a search algorithm for randomized exchange of information and this is
yet to be designed and in the genetic algorithm with the structured among the fittest of string structures is combined for
the survival [39]. Using the fittest of the old pieces and bits, a set of strings is created in the each generation and it is
measured for good. It is not a simple random walk when the genetic algorithm is randomized. When the expected
performance improvement is needed, on the points of new search, the historical information exploitation works
efficiently. Reproduction, crossover and mutation are three important operators that give the good result in genetic
algorithm [35]. The following are procedures for searching and the difference of GA’s than other normal optimization.
• The working of GA’s is not on the parameters itself but with the set of parameter coding.
• Searching of GA’s is not a single point but population of points.
• GA’s not using any auxiliary knowledge or derivatives but it is uses information of objective function.
• It is not the rules of deterministic but uses the rules of probabilistic transition in GAs.
3) Support Vector Machine
The tasks of regression estimation and binary classification are performed by the learning machines called Support
Vector Machines (SVMs). Due to the two important components, it becomes familiar like learning and classification [41].
In the first components, it minimizes the expected error than the classification error minimization like the other
techniques of classification. SVM admits the computational methods in efficient by using the mathematical programming
theory of duality for the dual problem in the second component.
4) Decision Tree
From the given dataset, for different classes a model is represented by generating the tree and a set of rules using a
classification scheme called a DT (Decision Tree). A tree structure like flow chart with internal node, branch and leaf
node, where test on an attribute is represent by an internal node, and outcome of the test by the branch and class
distributions or classes are represented by the leaf node is called a DT [42]. The root node is the top most nodes of the
tree in DT.
D. Statistics
Knowledge abstraction from the data is the problem, which is cope up by the statisticians and the papers for first artificial
intelligence were also published. The correlation between the two or more variables is analyzed by the statistical tools in
the analysis of correlation is an example. Vector of values are used to describe the clusters which is in the large set of
objects by the methods called as analysis of cluster [43]. The important variables which describe the clusters by the point
called analysis of factor. Logistic regression, CART, Naïve Bayes, Linear Discriminant, K-nearest Neighbour and Linear
Discriminants are the popular techniques for the classification tasks of supervised learning.
VI.
CONCLUSION
In this survey paper, we reviewed the disease called PCOS (Polycystic Ovary Syndrome) and their symptoms, treatment
for the PCOS also overviewed the data mining tasks and techniques that are present. In future research, a new algorithm
using Rough set Theory and Data Mining techniques is to be proposed for effective classification, accuracy of the
positive factors causing Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome. By proposing a hybrid approach of combining use of rough set
theory and artificial neural network for prediction of PCOD, the Rough set theory will be used as pre--processing tools
for the input data and Artificial Neural Network will be used as predictor. The prediction accuracy of conventional
statistical methods and proposed hybrid approach of rough neural network method will be compared and evaluated. By
comparative study it is suspected that computer techniques handled through the newly proposed ANN algorithm Data
Mining promise and address real factors of the Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome problem.
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